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Abstract: Building on the mystery/complexity/legibility/coherence model of Kaplan and Kaplan
(1989) and up-to-date landscape visualization techniques, this paper presents a case study analyzing
people’s aesthetic preferences for scenes with varying levels of enclosure created through vegetation.
Participants were asked to view 48 computer-generated urban park scenes with different levels of
enclosure and to rate them for three aesthetic preference factors: coherence, complexity, and legibility.
The results are as follows: (1) If the visual and/or physical setting is enclosed, participants will give
lower ratings for legibility than in open scenes. (2) Physically open scenes are rated as more coherent
than physically enclosed scenes. (3) Participants rate complexity for physically enclosed scenes lower
than for physically open scenes. It is concluded that enclosure as a predictor variable for landscape
preference has a practical significance for future urban landscape research and designs.
Keywords: vegetation-created enclosure; aesthetic preference; Chinese urban parks; landscape
visualization; landscape preference

1. Introduction
1.1. Enclosure in the Context of Urban Parks
From a global perspective, enclosure in urban settings plays an essential role in people’s neural
responses and environmental perception. As a fundamental physical component, enclosure indicates
whether a specific region is safe, refuge-provided, visible, or legible [1]. Van den Berg, Jorgenson, and
Wilson (2014) described four ways of defining Sheffield’s spatial enclosure in urban streets, parks, and
urban woodland to evaluate different restoration experiences [2]. Spatial elements and compositions
used to form enclosure are diverse. Thwaites, Helleur, and Simkins (2005) proposed that indicators
like facade continuity and sky exposure could enhance the sensation of complexity and the enclosure
of urban open spaces [3]. In addition, considering the big pressure from large populations and limited
open areas in Asian cities, Xue, Gou, and Lau (2017) conducted research on the relationship between
the level of enclosure in urban green spaces and microclimate issues. In China, people are beginning to
have a higher usage and aesthetic demand for public spaces [4]. Thus, the design of different activity
spaces has been increasingly emphasized in order to meet new requirements of the urban landscape.
The characteristic appearances of Chinese gardens have been developed over more than two
thousand years through “learning from nature”. This intuitive approach has created spaces that reflect
the harmony between nature and human beings. Chinese traditional courtyards are usually fully
enclosed by walls and/or architecture to keep the associated properties private. Stepping into such a
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garden, one finds multiple small spaces are used to create layers of enclosure, which are constructed
and physically enclosed by porches, walkways, vegetation, water, rockeries, and pavilions to present
various poetic scenes and to reflect seasonal differences. However, contemporary Chinese gardens are
no longer restricted to a particular class of people but rather have changed their functions to become
public and accessible landscapes. Therefore, instead of constructing built components, vegetation has
become increasingly important and is now frequently used in the shaping of open spaces.
An increasing number of contemporary scholars have tested the correlations between human
perception, activity organization, and the attributes of vegetation in modern Chinese landscapes.
Wang (2000); Zhao, Li, and Hu et al. (2004); and Li (2009) studied how to enclose spaces with plant
materials [5–7]. Tao and Liu (2002) and Zang (2003) have considered the relationship between human
feelings and the shape, colour, and volume of vegetation [8,9]. Moreover, Yao, Zhu, and Yang et al.
(2012) have proposed, through case studies in Guangzhou residential areas, that people’s preferences
regarding visual quality are positively influenced by the composition of vegetation and the enclosure
of green spaces [10]. Zhang, Chen, and Sun et al. (2013) concluded that the characteristics of vegetation
are one of the most effective predictors of perceived recreational appropriateness in Chinese urban
landscapes [11]. Later, Wang, Rodiek, and Wu et al. (2016) conducted studies on how different degrees
of openness or the sense of enclosure created by plant materials would affect people’s perceptions of
overall perceived restorativeness, i.e., promoting health and well-being, in urban parks in Shanghai [12].
As comprehensive as these approaches have been, there remains a lack of studies dealing with the
relationship between specific vegetation-created spatial compositions and aesthetic preferences, which
could contribute to the development of landscape perception approaches and design strategies for
contemporary Chinese urban parks.
1.2. Characterization of Enclosure
As a landscape architect, Greenbie (1981) presented the idea that an opening in a wall can make
the difference between an enclosure and a prison because such an opening can connect the visual
and physical permeability [13]. In the seminal book The Experience of Nature, Kaplan and Kaplan
(1989) concluded that the layout of the elements in visual scenes determines the spatial composition
and how people perceive the landscape and classified spatial types into three categories, namely
open-undefined space (flat and lacking spatial definition), spacious-structured space (containing
vegetation and landmarks), and enclosed space (hidden and screened areas) [14]. Furthermore, Kaplan,
Kaplan, and Brown (1989) noted that there are four kinds of variables that can be used to explore
people’s environmental preferences: physical attributes, land-cover types, information variables, and
perception-based variables [15]. Amongst these, perception-based variables, with predictor variables
such as openness/enclosure and smoothness, are more powerful than the other variables. Herzog’s
(1992) study of urban spaces indicated that enclosure affects the relative preferences between the
categories: open-undefined, well-structured, enclosed settings, and blocked views [16].
In the recent urban context, the enclosure of open spaces can often define the perception of
a city. Wall and Waterman (2010) pointed out that the ratios between the width of the street, the
heights of the buildings, and the length of the view along the street can create different senses of
enclosure and can, thus, affect experience [17]. In urban parks, vegetation is one of the most important
means of creating enclosure and shaping different functional spaces. Open or enclosed spaces create
different visual effects and induce different aesthetic experiences. In relation to the diversity and
multifunctionality of vegetation, Robinson (2004) has shown that, from a visual and a physical
perspective, there are several kinds of enclosure [18]. He names this the Permeability of Enclosure,
which has five main types: visually and physically enclosed, partly visually enclosed and visually
enclosed, partly visually enclosed but physically open, visually open but physically enclosed, and
both visually and physically open.
Robinson’s framework has been the foundation for other studies, e.g., the development of space
syntax techniques to assess the effects of schematic planting designs on pedestrian behavior [19]. In our
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Variables such as coherence, complexity, disturbance, visual scale, imageability, or naturalness
overlap with aesthetic quality, which could be used to identify the users’ aesthetic preferences for
outdoor settings. In this study, coherence, complexity, and legibility are used as dependent variables
for the assessment of aesthetic preference. According to the mystery/complexity/legibility/coherence
model by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), the coherence of a scene can be affected by textures, easily
identifiable organizations, and well-maintained plants and objects. Complexity is used to discuss
the capacity, richness, and diversity of a scene, whilst legibility refers to the readability of a scene
and whether people’s movements might be affected by distinctive elements within the park [14].
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In summary, the following definitions were derived for this study. Coherence: How well integrated
is a setting, and how easy is it to organize and structure the scene? Legibility: How easy is it to find
your way within the depicted environment, to determine where you are at any given moment, or to
find your way back to any given point? Complexity: How much is going on in the scene, how much is
there to look at, and does “the scene contain a lot of elements of different kinds”?
1.4. Landscape Visualization
The idea of using experimental approaches in perception studies and landscape aesthetic quality
assessments goes back to the early 1980s, for example, by Daniel and Boster (1976) [31]. However, the
available technologies at the time were not yet ready to allow for valid and rigorous experiments. Since
the 1990s though, newly developed landscape visualization technologies allowed the construction of
visual scenarios, keeping all factors constant while only changing specific factors, i.e., the fundamental
requirement for a controlled experiment. The new possibilities for landscape perception studies
were intensively discussed in a special issue of Landscape and Urban Planning in 2001. Daniel (2001)
reviewed numerous representational validity studies of computer visualizations and concluded that
high-resolution, high-realism visualizations could support landscape aesthetic quality assessments
that correlated highly with photographic representations and by implication with direct observations
of landscapes [32]. Lange (2001) pointed out the importance of foreground detail in order to receive
valid responses. In the following years, Bishop continued studying the validity of computer-generated
landscape visualizations in perception research and further highlighted issues of detail, sound,
animation, and day/night time (Bishop and Karadaglis, 2001; Bishop and Rohrmann, 2003) [33–35].
In 2011, Lange concluded that most technological issues were now solved and that we needed to
focus more on the content, application, and multisensory presentation of landscape visualizations in
assessments [33]. Lovett et al. (2015) provided guidance on how the three main visualization options
rendering still images, animations, and real-time models compared and how these visualization
options met the criteria of credibility, salience, and legitimacy [36]. Kuper (2017) was one of the first
researchers, who designed an experimental perception study using computer-generated landscape
visualizations to compare the impacts of three different methods of plant organization on respondents’
preference ratings of complexity and coherence [37].
Ervin and Hasbrouck (2001) suggested that computer-generated landscape visualizations were
built from six elements: landform, vegetation, water, structures, animals (including humans), and
meteorological atmosphere [38]. Vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, and groundcover, was generally
treated as the most visible element of a landscape and is particularly important for this study. Thus,
how to create realistic plant models has become an important issue. Nowadays, an increasing number
of botanically realistic 3-D vegetation models is available for modelling software, such as the plant
libraries Laubwerk and Xfrog, and all types of vegetation can be rendered in high resolution [39].
This study is similar to Kuper as it is also based on the controlled manipulation of vegetation
elements that, in this case, define enclosure. Using computer-generated landscape visualization, it was
possible to set up an experiment, where all scenes had exactly the same viewpoint, weather, lighting,
etc. but only enclosure changed according to the four classes adopted from Robinson.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Questions and Hypothesis
The research question was “How do park users perceive different degrees of enclosure formed by
vegetation in modern Chinese urban parks?” The corresponding hypotheses were (1) park users rated
coherence higher for visually open scenes; (2) park users rated legibility higher for physically open
scenes; and (3) park users rated complexity higher for physically enclosed scenes.
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Figure 1. Maps showing the overall view of Litchi Park and the four viewpoints.
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centre [41]. Litchi Park was chosen as being a typical and representative Shenzhen urban park
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Figure 3. The 16 computer-simulated scenes showing different vegetation-created levels of enclosure.
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2.6. Survey Design
Four different versions of each scene were shown to the respondents in order to test their aesthetic
preferences. Roth (2006) reviewed the studies by Bishop (1997) and Wherrett (1999), concluding that
online surveys were legitimate tools for landscape preference studies [43–45]. The 52-page online
survey with 60 ratings and questions was designed in Survey Monkey and complied with European
Union data privacy laws in order to guarantee data protection. It is a fundamental principle of
landscape preference studies that respondents have to rate a large number of images (visual stimuli) in
a very short time to receive spontaneous preferences. In consequence, the number of survey pages is
rather high, but the time for completing such a survey is still reasonable. The questionnaire consisted
of a cover consent letter (1 page), demographic questions (2 pages, 7 questions), questions about
park use (1 page, 5 questions), and 48 image-based preference questions (4 viewpoints × 3 aesthetic
preference variables × 4 levels of enclosure = 48 pages). Today, social media are widely used to recruit
respondents [47,48]. The two most popular Chinese social media sites, WeChat and Weibo, were
selected as platforms to recruit local Chinese respondents (see the detailed online questionnaire in the
Supplementary Materials).
Demographic factors: Lyons (1983) noted that demographic and social factors (i.e., age,
gender, socioeconomic status, and residency) can play a significant part in shaping environmental
preferences [49,50]. Evolutionary theories stated that human profiles are irrelevant to the preference
of beauty, while cultural theories showed that characteristics of respondents prominently influence
the judgements of functional preference [29,51,52]. Also, several studies pointed out that expert
and public respondents showed differences in their landscape aesthetic preferences [53]. Seven
demographic questions were regarding gender, age, occupation, professional design education, and
whether participants were familiar with urban parks in Southern China.
Park uses: Personal and social situational activities or concerns can affect landscape aesthetic
preferences [54]. This part of the questionnaire included questions about peoples’ use of the park, the
frequency of use, how much time they spend in the park, how they accessed the park, and the purpose
of their visit to the urban park.
Aesthetic preference: The image-based section of the questionnaire was comprised of 48 computergenerated images and 48 preference questions in a one-to-one image-to-question structure. For each
viewpoint (A, B, C, and D), four different images were presented, showing different visual and
physical enclosure typologies. After viewing each image, participants were asked to answer three
questions, which were used to investigate the three variables of human aesthetic preference: coherence,
complexity, and legibility. Since Echelberger (1979), researchers have used semantic differential
methods to evaluate the physical environment [55]. In this study, a five-point Likert scale from the
highest (1) to the lowest (5) rating was used for preference [56]. That means that low scores indicate a
strong preference. Coherence was rated on a 5-point scale from pleasant to unpleasant, and complexity
was rated as “appropriate to support a lot of functions” to “inappropriate to bear a lot of functions” [57].
In addition, legibility was rated from legible to illegible [30]. The data from the questionnaires were
collected in Survey Monkey automatically and then exported as numeric data to SPSS Statistics Version
22 for Mac OS X. A Univariate Analysis in SPSS was used to analyze the relationship between the
enclosure created by the vegetation and the three aesthetic preference variables. A two-way ANOVA
was applied to examine the effects of more than one independent variable and how these variables
interacted [58].
3. Results
3.1. Respondents
A total of 303 responses were collected (n = 303). Excluding incomplete data, 188 valid responses
were used in the statistical analysis (observed power = 1.000). Analyses of normality for the basic
sociodemographic characteristics show normal distributions (0.00 < p < 0.05). However, the number
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sociodemographic characteristics show normal distributions (0.00 < p < 0.05). However, the number
of females (n = 105, 55.85%) was higher than the number of males (n = 83, 44.15%). It is likely that the
of females (n = 105, 55.85%) was higher than the number of males (n = 83, 44.15%). It is likely that
use of online media for recruitment influenced the participating demographic; for instance, the
the use of online media for recruitment influenced the participating demographic; for instance, the
proportion of young and well-educated participants was significantly higher than within the general
proportion of young and well-educated participants was significantly higher than within the general
population. Most participants were in the 25–34 (42.02%) and 18–24 (20.74%) age groups. In addition,
population. Most participants were in the 25–34 (42.02%) and 18–24 (20.74%) age groups. In addition,
office workers formed the largest occupational group taking part in this research, accounting for
office workers formed the largest occupational group taking part in this research, accounting for
54.79%, whilst students were the next largest at 32.98%. Furthermore, the number of professionals
54.79%, whilst students were the next largest at 32.98%. Furthermore, the number of professionals
(47.87%) who had received an arts or design-related education, such as drawing, sculpture,
(47.87%) who had received an arts or design-related education, such as drawing, sculpture, landscape,
landscape, architecture, and planning, was nearly equal to the number of nonprofessionals (52.13%).
architecture, and planning, was nearly equal to the number of nonprofessionals (52.13%).
3.2. Evaluation of Enclosure and Coherence, Complexity, and Legibility
3.2. Evaluation of Enclosure and Coherence, Complexity, and Legibility
As the two diagrams (Table 3 and Figure 4) show, the ANOVA analyses show trends for the
As the two diagrams (Table 3 and Figure 4) show, the ANOVA analyses show trends for the three
three aesthetic preference variables that they were influenced by visual and physical enclosure.
aesthetic preference variables that they were influenced by visual and physical enclosure. Starting
Starting with hypothesis (1), park users rated coherence higher for visually open scenes; the mean
with hypothesis (1), park users rated coherence higher for visually open scenes; the mean square
square deviation of coherence influenced by visual enclosure was 40.03. The F value for visual
deviation of coherence influenced by visual enclosure was 40.03. The F value for visual enclosure was
enclosure was 46.178, and the significance level was 0.000 (p < 0.05), thereby indicating significant
46.178, and the significance level was 0.000 (p < 0.05), thereby indicating significant differences in the
differences in the perceived coherence of the scenes in terms of visual enclosure. The mean square
perceived coherence of the scenes in terms of visual enclosure. The mean square deviation of coherence
deviation of coherence affected by physical enclosure was 12.383. The F value was 14.285, i.e., much
affected by physical enclosure was 12.383. The F value was 14.285, i.e., much lower than it was for
lower than it was for visual enclosure, and the significance level was 0.000 (p < 0.05), i.e., significant
visual enclosure, and the significance level was 0.000 (p < 0.05), i.e., significant differences were shown
differences were shown for the perceived coherence of the scenes depending on the level of physical
for the perceived coherence of the scenes depending on the level of physical enclosure. The mean
enclosure. The mean square deviation of combinations of visual enclosure and physical enclosure
square deviation of combinations of visual enclosure and physical enclosure was also 12.383, and the
was also 12.383, and the F value was 14.283. The significance level was 0.000 (p < 0.05), which partly
F value was 14.283. The significance level was 0.000 (p < 0.05), which partly demonstrated significant
demonstrated significant differences for the perceived coherences of the scenes for combinations of
differences for the perceived coherences of the scenes for combinations of visual and physical enclosure
visual and physical enclosure and partly supports the first hypothesis.
and partly supports the first hypothesis.
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Table 3.

Factors
Coherence
Complexity
Legibility
Factors
Coherence
Complexity
Legibility
Visual enclosure
F = 46.178, p < 0.001
F = 51.271, p < 0.001
F = 245.558, p < 0.001
Visual enclosure
F = 46.178, p < 0.001
F = 51.271, p < 0.001
F = 245.558, p < 0.001
Physicalenclosure
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= 14.285,
p < 0.001 F =F 490.543,
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3.3. Physical Enclosure and Coherence, Complexity, and Legibility
3.3. Physical Enclosure and Coherence, Complexity, and Legibility
The Paired-Samples T-Test can demonstrate whether visual and physical enclosure are correlated
The Paired-Samples T-Test can demonstrate whether visual and physical enclosure are
with the participants’ aesthetic preferences represented through complexity, legibility, and coherence.
correlated with the participants’ aesthetic preferences represented through complexity, legibility, and
As shown below in Table 4, comparing A1 A2, A3, and A4 in the scene Visual open, Physical open
coherence. As shown below in Table 4, comparing A1 A2, A3, and A4 in the scene Visual open,
(VPOO) (A1), the average score of coherence was 2.94. However, in the scene Visual open, Physical
Physical open (VPOO) (A1), the average score of coherence was 2.94. However, in the scene Visual
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enclosed (VPOC) (A2), the mean coherence rating was 3.15. The correlation coefficient of the two
scenes was r = 0.527, 0.00 < p < 0.05, so the results were correlated. In addition, the Paired-Samples
T-Test results showed that p < 0.05, which indicated that, in these two scenes, there were significant
differences in the participants’ assessments of coherence. When the two scenes were in visually open
conditions, it seemed that, within the physically enclosed scene, the assessment of coherence was
lower than in the physically open scene. Similarly, complexity and legibility could be correlated with
physical enclosure as suggested in the second and third hypotheses: (2) park users rated legibility
higher for physically open scenes, and (3) park users rated complexity higher for physically enclosed
scenes. Physically enclosed scenes indicated a lower complexity and legibility than physically open
scenes. Comparing Viewpoint A with the other 12 images, the results for Viewpoints B, C, and D
were similar to those obtained for Viewpoint A. The Paired-Samples T-Test results showed that the
samples were significantly different (p < 0.05), i.e., that physically enclosed scenes received ratings
of lower complexity and legibility than physically open scenes. Consistent with the above, if visual
enclosure was constant, physically enclosed scenes resulted in lower ratings for complexity and
legibility, supporting the second and third hypotheses (Table 5).
Table 4. The Paired-Samples T-Test of aesthetic preference and physical enclosure of Viewpoint A.
Pair No.
Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6

Aesthetic Preference for Scenes
CoVPOO_A1 vs.
CoVPCO_A3 vs.
CVPOO_A1 vs.
CVPCO_A3 vs.
LVPOO_A1 vs.
LVPCO_A3 vs.

CoVPOC_A2
CoVPCC_A4
CVPOC_A2
CVPCC_A4
LVPOC_A2
LVPCC_A4

Sig.
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***
0.000 ***

Mean
2.94 vs.
2.84 vs.
2.96 vs.
3.01 vs.
2.97 vs.
2.99 vs.

3.15
3.14
3.44
3.53
3.30
3.53

Note: Co—coherence, C—complexity, and L—legibility; VPOO—Visual open, Physical open; VPCO—Visual
enclosed, Physical open; VPOC—Visual open, Physical enclosed; and VPCC—Visual enclosed, Physical enclosed;
***means significantly correlated.

Table 5. Paired-Samples T-Test of complexity, legibility, and physical enclosure of Viewpoints B, C,
and D.
Pair No.

Aesthetic
Preference for
Scenes

Mean

Sig.

Pair No.

Aesthetic
Preference for
Scenes

Mean

Sig.

Pair 1

LVPCO_B1
LVPCC_B4

2.69
3.41

0.000 ***

Pair 7

CVPCO_B1
CVPCC_B4

2.48
3.47

0.000 ***

Pair 2

LVPOO_B3
LVPOC_B2

2.53
3.20

0.000 ***

Pair 8

CVPOO_B3
CVPOC_B2

2.5
63.42

0.000 ***

Pair 3

LVPOO_C2
LVPOC_C1

1.99
2.24

0.000 ***

Pair 9

CVPOO_C2
CVPOC_C1

2.2
62.89

0.000 ***

Pair 4

LVPCO_C4
LVPCC_C3

2.97
3.80

0.000 ***

Pair 10

CVPCO_C4
CVPCC_C3

2.85
3.76

0.000 ***

Pair 5

LVPCO_D3
LVPCC_D1

2.98
3.74

0.000 ***

Pair 11

CVPCO_D3
CVPCC_D1

2.83
3.56

0.000 ***

Pair 6

LVPOO_D4
LVPOC_D2

2.52
3.06

0.000 ***

Pair 12

CVPOO_D4
CVPOC_D2

2.61
3.44

0.000 ***

Note: Co—coherence, C—complexity, and L—legibility; VPOO—Visual open, Physical open; VPCO—Visual
enclosed, Physical open; VPOC—Visual open, Physical enclosed; and VPCC—Visual enclosed, Physical enclosed;
***means significantly correlated.

3.4. Visual Enclosure and Aesthetic Preference Variables
The Paired-Sample T-Test was also used to analyze the relationship between visual enclosure
and the aesthetic preference variables coherence, complexity, and legibility. For Viewpoint A, pairs
1 to 5 did not show significant differences (p > 0.05) (Table 6). However, comparing the means,
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Visual enclosed and Physical enclosed (VPCC) and VPOC (pairs 2, 4, and 6) conditions suggested
the coherence, complexity, and legibility of visually enclosed and physically enclosed scenarios were
rated lower than visually enclosed and physically open scenarios. As Table 7 shows, Viewpoints C
and D indicated that coherence/complexity and visual enclosure were correlated (p < 0.05). Keeping
physical enclosure consistent, the mean scores showed lower coherence assessment ratings in the
visually enclosed scenes than in the visually open scenes. Analyzing the means of every paired sample
under the same conditions of physical enclosure revealed that the open scenes (VPOC or VPOO) were
more legible than the enclosed scenes (VPCC or VPCO).
Table 6. The Paired-Samples T-Test of aesthetic preference and visual enclosure of Viewpoints A, B, C,
and D.
Pair No.

Aesthetic
Preference
for Scenes

Mean

Sig.

Pair No.

Aesthetic
Preference
for Scenes

Mean

Sig.

Pair 1

CoVPOO_A1
CoVPCO_A3

2.94
2.84

0.090

Pair 7

CoVPOC_B2
CoVPCC_B4

3.06
3.06

1.000

Pair 2

CoVPOC_A2
CoVPCC_A4

3.13
3.17

0.474

Pair 8

CoVPOO_B3
CoVPCO_B1

3.05
2.83

0.000 ***

Pair 3

CVPOO_A1
CVPCO_A3

2.97
3.02

0.404

Pair 9

CoVPOC_C1
CoVPCC_C3

2.29
3.40

0.000 ***

Pair 4

CVPOC_A2
CVPCC_A4

3.47
3.55

0.160

Pair 10

CoVPOO_C2
CoVPCO_C4

2.43
2.96

0.000 ***

Pair 5

LVPOO_A1
LVPCO_A3

3.00
3.01

0.946

Pair 11

CoVPOC_D2
CoVPCC_D1

2.84
3.19

0.000 ***

Pair 6

LVPOC_A2
LVPCC_A4

3.33
3.52

0.001***

Pair 12

CoVPOO_D4
CoVPCO_D3

2.91
3.09

0.008 ***

Note: Co—coherence, C—complexity, and L—legibility; VPOO—Visual open, Physical open; VPCO—Visual
enclosed, Physical open; VPOC—Visual open, Physical enclosed; and VPCC—Visual enclosed, Physical enclosed;
***means significantly correlated.

Table 7. The Paired-Samples T-Test of complexity, legibility, and visual enclosure of Viewpoints B, C,
and D.
Pair No.

Aesthetic
Preference
for Scenes

Mean

Sig.

Pair No.

Aesthetic
Preference
for Scenes

Mean

Sig.

Pair 13

CVPOO_B3
CVPCO_B1

2.56
2.49

0.194

Pair 19

LVPOO_B3
LVPOC_B2

2.53
3.20

0.000 ***

Pair 14

CVPOC_B2
CVPCC_B4

3.41
3.47

0.301

Pair 20

LVPCO_B1
LVPCC_B4

2.69
3.41

0.000 ***

Pair 15

CVPOO_C2
CVPCO_C4

2.24
2.85

0.000 ***

Pair 21

LVPOO_C2
LVPCO_C4

1.96
2.97

0.000 ***

Pair 16

CVPOC_C1
CVPCC_C3

2.89
3.76

0.000 ***

Pair 22

LVPOC_C1
LVPCC_C3

2.25
3.80

0.000 ***

Pair 17

CVPOO_D4
CVPCO_D3

2.61
2.82

0.001 ***

Pair 23

LVPOO_D4
LVPCO_D3

2.52
2.98

0.000 ***

Pair 18

CVPOC_D2
CVPCC_D1

3.45
3.57

0.063

Pair 24

LVPOC_D2
LVPCC_D1

3.07
3.73

0.000 ***

Note: Co—coherence, C—complexity, and L—legibility; VPOO—Visual open, Physical open; VPCO—Visual
enclosed, Physical open; VPOC—Visual open, Physical enclosed; and VPCC—Visual enclosed, Physical enclosed;
***means significantly correlated.

3.5. Summary
The results of the Paired-Samples T-Test and two-way ANOVA were consistent. The two-way
ANOVA highlighted the relationship between enclosure created by vegetation and the aesthetic
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preference variables. Through pairwise comparisons, the Paired-Samples T-Test allowed for the control
of the dependent variables and then for the analysis of the internal correlations between visual or
physical enclosure and aesthetic preference. The conclusions from these two methods complemented
and supported each other effectively. In terms of the relationship between enclosure and the three
variables influencing aesthetic preferences (coherence, complexity, and legibility), the main results can
be summarized as follows:

•

•

•

Complexity/legibility and enclosure are significantly correlated. The results for all 16 scenes show
that if the visual and/or physical setting is/are enclosed, the participants’ legibility ratings are
lower than in the open scenes, supporting the second and third hypotheses.
Not all correlations between coherence and enclosure are significant, i.e., the ANOVA test does
not fully support the first hypothesis. In visually open situations, there are no obvious differences
in the participants’ ratings of coherence if the scene is changed to a physically enclosed one.
In visually enclosed situations, physically open scenes show a higher coherence than physically
enclosed scenes.
Physical enclosure and complexity are significantly correlated, supporting hypothesis (3).
Complexity is rated lower for physically enclosed scenes than physically open scenes. In physically
open scenes, there are no clear correlations between visual enclosure and complexity. In physically
enclosed scenes, the participants rate complexity higher for visually open scenes than for visually
enclosed scenes.

4. Discussion
With reference to Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), it can be argued that coherence helps to provide a
sense of order and allows attention to be directed. From an environmental psychology perspective, the
results suggest that trade-offs exist between complexity and coherence. One such trade-off is that if the
scenes were visually complex, they lacked coherence [14]. The survey supports Kaplan and Kaplan´s
model and suggests that at least the predictor variables complexity, legibility, and, to a lesser degree,
coherence also apply to Chinese urban parks.
Lynch (1960) pointed out in his book The Image of the City that legibility is focused on visual quality
and an understanding of the cityscape and way-finding abilities [59]. More recently, Shi, Gou, and
Chen et al. (2014) noted that if spatial enclosure is increased, the assessment ratings of coherence and
legibility will correspondingly decrease [60]. This suggests that people tend to evaluate spaces as
more coherent and legible if the space is open and simple. If background scenes contain important
landmarks, these landmarks help people in terms of orientation, whereas enclosed scenes result in
lower legibility ratings.
4.1. Recommendations
In the Chinese context, urban parks can be classified as green space-dominant parks or
architecture-dominant parks [61]. Li (2007) noted that the green space-dominant parks in China
were mainly built to enrich the urban environment through various functions such as entertainment,
ornamental functions, cultural protection, and habitat provision [62]. However, the literature lacks
recommendations on how to incorporate public preferences into planting design, and this research
may partly fill this gap. At the urban park scale, taking peoples’ assessments of landscape composition
into consideration, natural factors seem to influence peoples’ perception of the environment more
than artificial elements [63]. In addition, Herzog and Miller (1998) noted that preference is positively
correlated with openness [64]. Therefore, the results could be used to inform urban park design
strategies. Improving visually open and easily legible spaces, which are suitable for different functions,
and enhancing the legibility of these spaces could improve urban park design. Regarding the aesthetic
preference variables first defined by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), the participants’ evaluations of
coherence (pleasantness of the views), complexity (functional setting), and legibility (orientation)
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are also helpful at the planting design stage [14]. Furthermore, at the city scale, considering urban
parks as one of the most important components of urban green networks, high ratings of legibility
could create visually integrated green corridors for the whole city. If the edges of urban parks are also
designed as vegetation-created scenes, the relationship between enclosure and aesthetic preference
could be realized. The visual and physical enclosure of such boundaries would help to clarify and
enhance the relationship between parks and their urban surroundings in order to better integrate these
types of open public green spaces into the planning of the wider region.
4.2. Methodological Limitations
The relationship between enclosure and coherence does not show a clear trend in this experiment.
Although there are 600 plant species available in Xfrog libraries, some specific indigenous plant
species, such as Litchi chinensis Sonn. and Lagerstroemia speciosae (L.) Pers., were not available in
this database, which made it necessary to replace these models with species of a similar shape and
height. Litchi chinensis Sonn. was replaced by Indian Sandalwood, and Lagerstroemia speciosae (L.)
Pers. was replaced by Persian Ironwood. In terms of methodology, Wherrett (2000) suggested that
it is essential for the assessment of visual preference to present multiple landscape components
together [43]. In order to obtain results on coherence, it may be suggested that more diverse forms of
vegetation, displaying more vibrant colours and textures, should be tested.
Li, Liu, and Hao (2010) analyzed descriptive data stratified by age and found that the main
users of Chinese urban parks are either the older (older than 46 years old) or the younger age groups
(younger than 15 years old) [65]. However, the majority of participants in this online questionnaire
were 25–34 years old and generally highly educated. This might be because the questionnaires were
distributed online through social media, and one might expect young and middle-aged people to be
more likely to use social media sites. It would be beneficial to include a more diverse sample of older
and younger participants to improve the representativeness of the data.
5. Conclusions
This study answers the question “How does enclosure created by vegetation affect aesthetic
preferences in Chinese urban parks?”. There are significant differences in peoples’ aesthetic preferences
with regards to enclosure created by vegetation in Chinese urban parks: (1) If the visual and/or physical
scene(s) is/are enclosed, people perceive legibility as lower than in open scenes. (2) In visually open
scenes, there are no significant differences in the participants’ sense of coherence if the physical
enclosure is changed. Under visually enclosed situations, physically open scenes are perceived as
more coherent than physically enclosed scenes. (3) The participants’ ratings of complexity were lower
in physically enclosed scenes compared to physically open scenes. In contrast, in physically open
scenes, there are no significant correlations between visual enclosure and complexity. However, in
physically enclosed scenes, the participants gave higher ratings for complexity in visually open scenes
than in visually enclosed scenes. (4) According to the analysis of demographic factors, age and other
demographic factors did not seem to make a difference.
Comparing the findings of this research to previous studies, it may be concluded that landscape
visualization techniques using 3-D vegetation models are reliable techniques to research aesthetic
preferences in small-scale urban parks. The visualization section verified the feasibility of using
parameterized 3-D vegetation plugins in preference studies. Based on the Litchi Park case study, this
research has demonstrated its practical importance in providing design recommendations and that the
well-established environmental preference model by Kaplan and Kaplan (1989) also applies to Chinese
urban parks [14]. In conclusion, the results on enclosure and aesthetic preference are of practical use
to future urban park design, and the framework of the research can be used as guidance for future
research on the urban landscape in China.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/6/1809/
s1.
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